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Abstract: The industrial revolution, the scientific and technological development - to the level of genetic manipulation, nanotechnologies and neurotechnologies - brings today's society in the face of unprecedented ethical challenges. The impact and the consequences of the technological development have become an issue of significant political, social and scientific importance since the sixties. And the assumption that the technological development provides social and human progress is no longer supported, thus the ambivalence of technology has become a topic of public, philosophical and scientific interest. The debates on this theme should appeal to philosophy, moral philosophy, ethical principles that should be observed and to the acquiring of responsibilities regarding the use of technologies. But how can we integrate ethics in technological development?

Studies have given us the answer by developing an ethical checklist of the development and use of the new technologies.
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Introduction

The paper proposes an exposure of the conflicts, the implications and the reflections generated by the technological progress. This progress has shaped the today’s industrial society, a society that is in a position to find a solution to problems caused by itself. Because, „as we all know, technology can do harm by using it wrong , or by using technologies which are inherently harmful”.

In the first part of the paper the need for ethics and morals in the use of technologies was argued.
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The second part presents the threats and the issues generated by the use of technologies. These issues which may have implications on the people's fundamental rights, for example, like the right to life, the right to spiritual and cultural development, the right to privacy or the right to enjoy the same resources as their predecessors.

All these moral implications have drew concerns about the prevention and relief of negative effects. Thus, the last part presents possible solutions to control technologies. Studies argue that an early assessment of technologies could avoid some adverse effects, or, at least, the potential threats could become known.

The completion of the technological assessment with the ethical assessment of technologies seemed to be, up until the present, the best method of control technologies. As the philosopher Bunge states: „Technology must be kept under control and not be allowed to develop without limits in the interests of any group who can afford it.”\(^5\). And how can we control better the technological development if not by appealing to the ethics and the moral responsibility? It is not possible that the ethical acceptability of technologies be a guarantee that it is used for the human development and evolution?

**Ethical foundations**

„Ethics is philosophy in the best sense of the word: a philosophy that attempts by the reflection upon the good to establish the place and role of the human being in the sensible world”\(^6\). Ethics has the status of moral philosophy, a status that is owed to Socrates. We can also owe to Socrates the distinction between theoretical and practical philosophy\(^7\). „Philosophy becomes practical because the knowledge by the human being of his moral needs is conditional on his moral self-realization, of the right and correct behavior.”\(^8\). The purpose of ethics is to cause an ethical conduct that does not diverge, regardless of the situation, from virtues such as justice, truth, kindness, honesty, good. "Ethics doesn’t teach us directly what should happen here and now in a given situation, but what should generally be done. Etica gives us a general basis, an overall basis of which the actual fact can be viewed objectively.”\(^9\).

In a society characterized by a rapid pace of the technological development and an unprecedented thirst for knowledge, the ethical approaches are essential. The ethical approaches inform and sensitize the society on fundamental values like freedom, solidarity, tolerance and common responsibility\(^10\). Also, ”ethics managed through truths of great
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theoretical value to focus the sublimation of moral energies toward the moral elevation of man and underlining the importance of moral education”\textsuperscript{11}.

We could state that the approach to technologies makes man responsible for his actions. Today, more than ever, it takes a set of ethical principles to sensitize the society so that the human actions aim at the social welfare, „a welfare that can be reflected upon the cultural, economic, psychological, spiritual, social level and in terms of the natural environment”\textsuperscript{12}.

„A fair balance between people” and between people and the environment should be found\textsuperscript{13}, how else if not using the ethical principles? Our actions and „our judgments should be based on moral principles”\textsuperscript{14}. „A first consequence of this is the social awareness of the need to always submit the progress of the scientific knowledge and the increased powers of the technique to systematic judgements of moral value; so, the bioethics, the business ethics, the environmental ethics, the technoethics have occurred precisely because of this need”,\textsuperscript{15}.

But „the ethics of technologies is a complicated subject”\textsuperscript{16} as well as controversial.

\textbf{Issues and threats of the technological development}

Egbert Schuurman argues that, especially now that technology has global character, it takes discernment when it comes to the phenomenon of emerging technologies. Because most times, people are „fascinated and interested in modern technologies”\textsuperscript{17} that they forget to consider the negative consequences of this phenomenon or rather ”its possible devastating consequences”\textsuperscript{18}. It is enough to take the example of the nuclear energy and to think about the devastating consequences on mankind of the Chernobyl and Fukushima plants.

However, the issues and threats of modern technologies do not stop to the nuclear power. The modern technology will leave its mark on society, culture and the environment. The final result will translate in a dependence upon technology, because it will turn into a ”world-embracing system”\textsuperscript{19}. The modern technology begins to penetrate the culture and the culture will become dependent on technology; this dependency connected with the economy will provide to culture a one-dimensional character\textsuperscript{20}. Moreover, the human development becomes one-sided and society begins to disintegrate\textsuperscript{21}.
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It is not difficult to notice that the technological development threatens the environment, and therefore the natural resources. The increase of the living standards (due mostly to the technological development) begins to put pressure on the natural resources which leads to the "exhaustion of raw materials needed to produce energy, the extinction of many species of plants and animals, the loss of the usable arable land and the loss of woodlands". This will further generate other consequences upon the climate, and life in general.

Amongst the main threats that are increasingly discussed today globally there is the ozone depletion and the increase of the greenhouse gas emissions and the reduction of the biodiversity. Then there are the increased threats arising from the genetic manipulation techniques, the emergence of nanotechnology, and neurotechnologies respectively. These technologies provide us the opportunity to create "new bodies, new environments and even new minds".

We cannot forget when it comes to technological development the communication technologies which in recent years have had a rapid pace of development. Although they allow communication without limits and geographical barriers, the new communication technologies can negatively impact upon the human relationships, affecting the "face to face" communication and bringing "a mutual alienation, loneliness and social disintegration".

These are questions to which we should reflect taking into account social, economic and environmental indicators, but above all indicators which are based upon moral and ethical principles. This is because most times the acceptance of a new technology is guided by the cost / benefice assessment or worse by "the desire of control and power".

Or, such an approach ignores the moral values, values that can not be converted into monetary values. Is it obvious to all technologists that the use of new technologies should also be acceptable in terms of ethics? If we think that moral values are now little used in assessing the sustainability of technologies, it is possible to find technologists and technologies deprived of ethics.

Then, it is increasingly evident that "the emergence of a variety of new technologies should arouse a sense of responsibility and an ethical thought", before the technology comes to dominate and control nature and society (if not it already does!).

---
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The need for ethical foundations in the technological field is more than necessary, because today most "discussions regarding the ethics of technologies are limited to precautions and risk reduction"\textsuperscript{30}. Or, the use technology involves issues exceeding the limit of the material, leading perhaps to a cultural and spiritual destructuring of the human being.

**The need for an ethical acceptability of technologies**

It is increasingly evident that the technological progress has a significant social impact\textsuperscript{31} and that is a source of conflict and ethical issues\textsuperscript{32}, while responsibility becomes complicated as the technology becomes complex\textsuperscript{33}.

The ethical issues cause by the technological evolution have not left without an echo. Recent studies point to the need to involve ethical principles in technology assessment.

The term *technology assessment* was first used in 1966 by Philip Yeager\textsuperscript{34} but the concerns for the ethical evaluation of technologies are more recent. So far little research has focused on the study of the ethics of emerging technologies\textsuperscript{35}, (the ethical evaluation of emerging technologies requires the reflection upon what is good and what is bad in their use\textsuperscript{36}).

But the involvement of ethics in the technological process seems to be a necessity. The ethics acceptability of the new technologies could be a safety / warranty of the responsibility of all the elements involved. But how can one analyze the ethical acceptability of technologies? One may argue that, precisely, the ethical evaluation of technologies reflects upon these questions.

Today, beginning from the technology assessment, significant studies (e.g. Palm and Hansson in 2006 - *The case for ethical technology assessment (eTA)*; respectively Brey in 2012 - *Anticipatory Ethics for Emerging Technologies*) addresses the issue of the ethical evaluation of technologies, trying to develop a technology ethics checklist. Among the few researchers who have tried to integrate ethical principles in the evaluation process there is Günther Ropohl\textsuperscript{37}.
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Although the need for an ethical approach is increasingly obvious, they are researchers who consider that such an approach is not a "panacea".

For example, Armin Grunwald recognizes that the development of technology needs ethical reflection, but also emphasizes that ethics is not a heal-all\textsuperscript{38}. The same author believes that "ethics has become a fashionable concept and that it is perceived as a guarantee of social acceptability and sustainability of new technologies"\textsuperscript{39}.

Although it seems to be a delicate and controversial subject, the ethics involvement in the process can only bring benefits because the development and the use of technologies generates negative effects on society and generating damages, violating rights and affecting individual and collective welfare.

Palm and Hansson (2006) identify a list of ethical implications resulting from the use of new technologies.

They are as follows:
1. Privacy
2. Sustainability
3. Control issues
4. Influence and power
5. Issues of gender, minority and justice

To this list Brey (2012) adds ethical implications related to:
1. Autonomy
2. Human dignity
3. Consentment
4. Distributive justice.

The translating of these issues in a technologies ethics checklist will be a real help in designing technologies "so that moral challenges can be avoided, moreover, it can be used as the basis for making decisions concerning the acceptance of technology"\textsuperscript{40}, or can be a support for an appropriate legislative framework.

The checklist can serve as an early warning and, at the same time, it emphasizes the need for an assessment of the technological development in an early stage\textsuperscript{41}, moreover it identifies the main features of technologies likely to have a negative impact on values and morals\textsuperscript{42}, and on society as a whole.
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We believe that the ethical acceptability of new technologies depends on the extent to which the requirements of ethical presented in such a checklist are met. With the support of the possible ethical implications of new technologies, Brey (2012) proposes the following ethical checklist:

Table 1 The anticipatory technology ethics checklist

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Harms and risks</th>
<th>2. Rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>○ Health and bodily harm</td>
<td>○ Freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Pain and suffering</td>
<td>- Freedom of movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Psychological harm</td>
<td>- Freedom of speech and expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Harm to human capabilities</td>
<td>- Freedom of assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Environmental harm</td>
<td>○ Autonomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Harms to society</td>
<td>- Ability to think one’s own thoughts and form one’s own opinions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Ability to make one’s own choices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Responsibility and accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Informed consent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Human dignity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Information privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Bodily privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Relational privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Right to property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Intellectual property rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Other basic human rights as specified in human rights declarations (e.g., to life, to have a fair trial, to vote, to receive an education, to pursue happiness, to seek asylum, to engage in peaceful protest, to practice one’s religion, to work for anyone, to have a family, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Animal rights and animal welfare</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3. Justice (distributive)</th>
<th>4. Well-being and the common good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>○ Just distribution of primary goods, capabilities, risks and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
hazards
○ Nondiscrimination and equal treatment relative to age, gender, sexual orientation, social class, race, ethnicity, religion, disability, etc.
○ North–south justice
○ Intergenerational justice
○ Social inclusion


All these categories of ethical issues can be regarded as indicators of the ethical acceptability of new technologies. The observing and fulfilling thereof together with the social sustainability indicators provide a better assessment of new technologies, and they especially anticipate and prevent adverse or even devastating effects upon humanity.

The ethical approaches will help the decision-makers to make warnings about future threats and about the implications of unforeseen consequences on the use of new technologies.\(^{43}\)

Such an approach on technology requires „the cooperation among ethicists, scientists, technologists“\(^{44}\); a „Collaboration between engineers and ethicists“\(^{45}\).

Conclusions

We could state that the technological advancement is no longer regarded with so much enthusiasm. The consequences on society (which are reflected on the cultural, economic, psychological, spiritual, social and environmental level), attract criticism from different fields. Since the possibility that the use of sustainable technologies may not be sustainable but even to affect the welfare and even life is quite high. The implications on the individual can have destructive effects, leading right up to the cultural and spiritual destructuration of the human being.

Thus, the economists, ecologists, ethicists and researchers should examine and reflect on the issues originating in the technological process. Apparently, however, it seems that the
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consequences have not gone unnoticed, and thus arises the concept of technology assessment (in the 1960s), followed by ethical assessment of technologies.

Such an approach of technologies could empower the stakeholders involved and could be a real support in decision-making; it can also be a basis for an appropriate legislative framework.

It would also empower the technologist in his actions, and perhaps it would provide the guarantee that technologies are developed in the benefit of mankind, helping it to evolve and develop.
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